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Summary 
This study has been made to show the connecAon between health and

mother tongue and to show the violaAons in the field of human rights that ig-
noring the mother tongue in health policies.

Study data were collected using focus group and interview techniques.
22 people from Diyarbakır, Hakkari, Mardin, Van, Istanbul, Ankara and Te-
kirdağ provinces parAcipated the interviews. 

While performing the theoreAcal part of the report, global agreements
made within the body of the United NaAons and the Council of Europe and
the 1982 ConsAtuAon of the Republic of Turkey were pracAced. In this sec-
Aon, studies carried out within non-governmental organizaAons and with
personal iniAaAves are also taken into consideraAon.

During the meeAngs, it has been decided that the following problems
have occurred due to the current health policies and the tension on the mot-
her tongue:

a. PaAents have difficulty reaching healthcare; protecAve measures, diag-
nosis, treatment, and follow-up processes are all influenced by this negaAvity.

b. In today's ediAon of the official language of Turkey, it is really hard to
obtain the living standards in the field of public health gives rise to exclusion
from other languages. As a result, minoriAes, parAcularly the elderly and
women, are caught in the private sphere.

c. Current policies bring about people aDached between their language
and culture and the pressure of the dominant language. Problems such as
the lack of educaAon in the mother tongue by the state and monolingualism
in health educaAon cause people to be inadequate to use both their language
and the dominant language efficiently.

d. As language policies form a dominant-minority hierarchy, some mino-
riAes have also approached carefully about technical services given in their
language.

e. People are exposed to exclusion because they cannot represent them-
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selves adequately or because of "looking Kurdish".

The poliAcal reform proposals and suggesAons presented to non-govern-
mental organizaAons for the soluAon of the above problems are as regards:

a. Languages other than Turkish must have official status.
b. Primary medical educaAon should be given in these languages.
c. Mother tongue should be involved in social life in a way that gives eco-

nomic earnings.
d. Not only language but also other symbolic expressions (such as signage,

layout plan) should be designed in a system that those who apply to health
insAtuAons can benefit from. 

e. Language should be observed as a natural right, and requirements in
this field should not be contained.

f. Non-governmental organizaAons should act in coordinaAon and take
care to protect and obtain informaAon and documents in the field.

g. One of the most significant deficiencies in the field of health is the ina-
dequacy of resources in the mother tongue. ParAcularly in this field, techno-
logical resources should be developed.

h. A medical academy that will teach and work in Kurdish should be ins-
talled.

ı. Mother tongue should be regarded as a prerequisite in all studies.

7
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1 For his worthy contribuAons to the study, Dr. I would like to thank Cuma Çiçek, Cevahir Sadak Düzgün, Ömer Fidan, Erdal Sîpan, and all partners who

parAcipated in the focus group and interviews.

2 The narrow and wide meanings of health are difficult from the narrow and wide interpretaAon in legal interpretaAon. Because narrow interpretaAon

explains the core of the norm, the broad interpretaAon explains the right that includes the core field (Oder, BerAl Emrah. 2010.

Methods of InterpretaAon in ConsAtuAonal Judgment. Istanbul: BETA. P.24-25). The right to health is a rule ranging from physical health to a healthy li-

ving standard, and it is not reasonable to talk about a core since both sides of the rule can aDack each other.

3 United NaAons. 1948. Universal Declara1on of Human Rights. Ar1cle 25.hDps: //www.un.org/en/universal-declaraAon-human-rights/

4 World Health OrganizaAon. 1948. ConsAtuAon of The World Health OrganizaAon. Dibace. hDps://www.who.int/governance/eb/who_consAtuAon_en.pdf

5 Man, Jonathan M., Lawrence GosAn, Sofia Gruskin, Troyen Brennan, Zita Lazzarini, and Harvey V. Fineberg. 1994. «Health and Human Rights.» Health

and Human Rights 1 (1): 6-23.

Introduc	on1

When it comes to healthy, the first word that comes to mind is that the
person is not sick. This situaAon causes health to be understood in a narrow
understanding;2 It causes the psychological, sociological, cultural, economic,
and even poliAcal dimensions of health to be neglected. United NaAons (UN)
Universal DeclaraAon of Human Rights,3 health "a standard of living"; defines
the physical illness as "a personal safety problem". In the World Health Or-
ganizaAon ConsAtuAon, health is described as "being physically, spiritually
and in terms of social welfare".4

According to Jonathan M. Man et al., the connecAon between health and
human rights can be classified under three Atles.5 The first of these is the influ-
ence of health policies, methods and programs on human rights. For this, prob-
lem determinaAon, policy determinaAon to overcome the problems and their
implementaAon are needed. The second Atle is the impact of human rights vio-
laAons on health. This situaAon may arise from physical pracAces such as torture
or by pracAces such as violaAon of the prohibiAon of discriminaAon. The third
connecAon between health and human rights is the determinaAon that the de-
velopment in human rights is directly proporAonal to health.

8
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6 T.R. Ministry of Health. 2019-2023 Strategic Plan. T.R. Ministry of Health.

7 The use of minority languages also does it reasonable to give different secAons of the society. Izsák-Ndiaye. Ibid. p. 14.

8 The InternaAonal Criminal Court Statute is an excepAon in this value. But it should be perceived that Turkey's status in the party.

9 Izsák-Ndiaye, Rita. 2017. Language Rights of Linguis1c Minori1es, PracAcal ApplicaAon Guide. Cenevre: United NaAons High Commissioner for Human

Rights. p. 19.

10 For a broad discussion of the concept, see Fişek, Nusret. . "Is Term Confusion a Problem in Public Health?" Turkish Medical AssociaAon Official Web

Page. Accessed: 12 01, 2020.hDps: //www.Db.org.tr/n_fisek/kitap_3/33.html.

As declared by Man et al., The issues in the first Atle are only achievable
with policies that can be performed with the public service. However, when
the strategic plan of the Ministry of Health is considered, it is recognized that
minority languages are not taken into account in the formaAon of health po-
licies.6 On the other hand, the research and communicaAon required for de-
tecAng the problems will be incomplete with a monolingual policy.7 As the
implementaAon of health policies, it besides declared in the interviews that
monolingual health services can create problems that violate the right to life.

In the modern internaAonal human rights law, it is the government, not the
persons responsible for violaAons of rights.8 As in issues such as the right to life
or the prohibiAon of torture, “linguis1c methods that disadvantage people wit-
hout any reason or arbitrarily and create their rejec1on” consAtutes discrimi-
naAon and the unique responsibility of this situaAon is the government.9

Human rights violaAons are in a cyclical relaAonship with health. ViolaA-
ons enhance health problems, and inadequate, wrong, or considered health
policies make more violaAons of rights. It is not credible to talk about public
health10 where the government regularly violates the fundamental human
right, the right to language.

9
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Purpose

Problems created by the monolingual regime in Turkey in all fields of so-
cial life, including educaAon that lead to the emergence of violaAons of fun-
damental human rights. Since health, living standards, and personal security
are the issues, it performs many violaAons of rights, from the violaAon of the
right to life to the unequal concentraAon of public resources.

It determined to make six themaAc reports within the scope of the Lingu-
isAc and Cultural Rights Monitoring study carried out by the Children First
AssociaAon in partnership with the Kurdish Language and Culture Network
with the support of the EU. Addressing one of these themes, "Health and
Language Rights", this report aims to idenAfy the violaAons of the right to
use the mother tongue in the field of health and the problems they cause
and to assess them in terms of naAonal legislaAon and internaAonal law. 

The study has the aims to enhance the responsibility of those responsible
for violaAons and providing collecAve seeking rights by developing policy re-
commendaAons for civil society and public authority.

Target Group

The primary purpose audience of the research is the people and organizaA-
ons that serve in the field of health and language rights and consider responsi-
bility in this field, namely acAvists and NGOs. ContribuAng to the knowledge of
acAvists and NGOs regarding the exisAng problems through monitoring and re-
porAng; is aimed to provide informaAon flow and also to recognize the problems
at the insAtuAonal level encountered by these actors. The report emphasizes
the responsibility of state insAtuAons within the framework of naAonal and in-
ternaAonal legislaAon; because it proposes to aDract the concentraAon of these
organizaAons regarding the right to health, another target group of the study is
the local and central level state insAtuAons, especially the Ministry of Health.
Another target group of the study is healthcare professionals. In addiAon to the
aEtude of the government and the efforts of NGOs for the soluAon of the prob-
lem, the awareness that will be performed on this issue among healthcare pro-
fessionals is of vital importance. 

10
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11 World Health OrganizaAon. ibid.

12 United NaAons. ibid.

13 EErtan, İzzet Mert. 2012. «The Right to Health and Its AcAvaAon in SupranaAonal Human Rights Law.» İ.Ü. InsAtute of Social Sciences: Unpublished

Doctoral DissertaAon. p.17.

14 hDps://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx 

Geographical Scope Of The Study

Diyarbakır, where our corporaAon manages its projects, was defined as
the scope of the study. However, during the monitoring studies, it was seen
that due to the cultural and poliAcal situaAon of Diyarbakır, different data
showing direct violaAon of language rights were not given. As a consequence,
the scope has been changed; The study was enlarged to include the provin-
ces of Mardin, Van, Hakkari, Istanbul, Ankara, and Tekirdağ.

Legal Framework of Health and Language Rights 

Healthcare in Interna(onal Law 

According to the ConsAtuAon of the World Health OrganizaAon, health in-
volves not only being sick or disabled but also being well-being in terms of physi-
cal, psychological, and social well-being.11 According to the consAtuAon of the
organizaAon, where health is described as a fundamental right, no difference
can perform in terms of race, religion, poli1cal opinion, economic or social sta-
tus in serving from its highest achievable standard. While the Universal Decla-
raAon of Human Rights12 describes health as a standard of living, it further sets
out the scope of health by idenAfying other rights to which it is declared.13

While the first secAon of ArAcle 12 of the United NaAons ConvenAon on Eco-
nomic, Social, and Cultural Rights states that the parAes idenAfy the right of
everyone to serve from the highest level of physical and mental health stan-
dards, the second secAon idenAfies the measures to be taken for the adequate
recogniAon of the right to health.14 Accordingly, the state parAes should reduce
dead births and child mortality rates and guarantee the healthy development of
the child; they are responsible for developing the industrial and environmental
hygiene condiAons in all regards. These governments also guarantee the pre-
venAon of epidemic, endemic, occupaAonal and other illnesses; if people are
sick, they are obligated to treat them, to provide health and medical faciliAes to
the sick.

11
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15 Nygren-Krug, Helena. 2007/2002. 25 QuesAons - 25 Answers on Health and Human Rights. Translated by Nazmi Zengin. Cenevre: World Health Orga-

nizaAon / Community Health Research and Development Center AssociaAon. P. 8-9.

16 Karakul, Selman. 2016. «The Right to Health in the Decisions of the European Court of Human Rights - I.» Istanbul Medipol University Faculty of Law

Journal 3 (2): 169-206.

17 Tezcan, Durmuş, Mustafa Ruhan Erdem, Oğuz Sancaktar, and Rifat Murat Önok. 2018. Human Rights Handbook. Ankara: Seçkin. p. 97-98.

Health; Because it is relevant to many categories of human rights such as the
prohibiAon of torture, prohibiAon of discriminaAon, the right to privacy, the
right to educaAon, the right to nutriAon, it has also introduced in many agree-
ments declared within the United NaAons.15 The European Court of Human
Rights (ECHR) idenAfies the right to health as the “right to life; prohibi1on of tor-
ture, cruel and humilia1ng treatment, freedom and security of person, right to
a fair trial, right to respect for private and family life, freedom of opinion, cons-
cience and religion, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly and associa-
1on, (In union with the rights organized in the ECHR and Addi1onal Protocols)
right of an effec1ve remedy, within the scope of the prohibi1on of discrimina1on,
freedom of movement, procedural safeguards for the expulsion of foreigners
and general ban of discrimina1on.”16

To give an example about our subject, in the scope of the right to life, the go-
vernment is obliged to assume measures regarding health and to get the ne-
cessary effort for the health of people in its authority.17 In other words, any
situaAon that inhibits a person from reaching health can violate the right to life.

It is also not probable to the discourse of an obtainable high standard in an
environment where mother tongue healthcare is not achievable. This situaAon
prevents people from serving from health and creates discriminaAon in the go-
vernment. In a region where the government discriminates against an ethnic
idenAty, it cannot be required to take measures to realize the right to health. By
not filling its posiAve responsibiliAes, the government acts against internaAo-
nal law by forbidding its mother tongue, and at the same Ame, it leads to the vio-
laAon of the right to health and the discriminatory policies in health services to
be taken for presented by society.

Health Ins(tu(on in Turkey

Although the transfer of internaAonal human right law to the domesAc
law of Turkey is clearly stated in ArAcle 90/5 of the 1982 ConsAtuAon, Turkey,
measure its consAtuAon, norms, internaAonal human rights convenAons of
its most referred to as those made in the ConvenAon (AİHS) or UN sup-

12
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port/help, sustain the trend to maintain it as the norm.18 According to essay
11th of the ConsAtuAon, all the organs of the ConsAtuAon of Turkey, are fun-
damental norms that aDach laws and people. For these reasons, although in-
ternaAonal agreements are quite more important in terms of the human
rights ideal, it is required to look at the health-related regulaAons of the cons-
AtuAon due to their impact on works.

Essay 56th of the ConsAtuAon orders the right to health.19 Looking at the
essay and its jusAficaAon,20 it is recognized that the ConsAtuAon considers
the health of the person and the environment together, determines health
like physical and mental health, educaAon is required for a healthy environ-
ment, and indicates that the government should secure that the poor popu-
laAon advantage from minimum health opportuniAes with universal health
insurance.21 Moreover, according to the conclusion of the ConsAtuAonal
Court, "health services are immediately associated with the right to life".22

Another significant regulaAon in the essay is that health is collected in
one hand, that is, within the Ministry of Health. For this reason, it can clearly
be stated that health policies are supporAng the monopoly of the ministry
and the presidency in the new system, although there are associaAons and
containers in which healthcare personnel can display members.

Alterna(ve Health Policy Challenges In Turkey

The noAon of health is ruled in the ConsAtuAon in parallel with the des-
cripAon in internaAonal law. Although it has a negaAve perspecAve, health is
usually a right that the government is under posiAve responsibility. In other
words, the government has a posiAve duty to prevent the decline of health
and to correct/cure declined health. In pracAce, this is probable with the best
educaAon and regular work of the healthcare personnel in addiAon to the
health infrastructure. EducaAon can merely obtain a high degree with the
efficient use of language and languages. However, first in our report on The
Government of Turkey as pronounced,23 are not allowed by educaAon in

18 ConvenAon for the ProtecAon of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 4 November 1950. hDps://www.echr.coe.int/documents/conven-

Aon_eng.pdf

19 Also, arAcles 2 and 17.

20 Akad, Mehmet, and Abdullah Dinçkol. 2007. 1982 ConsAtuAon and ConsAtuAonal Court Decisions. Istanbul: Der. p. 388-389.

21 Ibid. p. 389.

22 E: 2010/29, K: 2010/90, Day: 16.07.2010, R.G. Date-Number: 04.12.2010-27775.

23 Dede, Savaş. 2020. Children's and Language Rights Report. Diyarbakır: Children First AssociaAon.
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24 T.R. Ministry of Health. ibid. p.53, 110, 113, 132.

25 Ibid: p.176.

26 As the most recent example: Turkish Medical AssociaAon. 2020. «Dr. Şeyhmus Gökalp was arrested: It is not a crime to defend good medical values!

» TTB Official Web Page. 04 11.Accessed: 11 25, 2020.hDps: //www.Db.org.tr/haber_goster.php?Guid=f9c91b3a-2e1c-11eb-ae8b-076e13122378.

many minority languages essenAally Kurdish hence health personnel with
Turkish appears communicaAon problem between the ciAzens could not ma-
nage unfamiliar or effecAve. This condiAon causes inadequate health bene-
fits, and in some cases violaAons of the right to life.

In the 2019-2013 Strategic Plan of the Ministry of Health, made with the
slogan of "the whole state, the whole society", many problems linked to re-
aching health discussed below are highlighted and language and culture in-
terpreted as "the biggest barrier to health services".24 There is no ordinance
on health care. There is no plan or purpose about the mother tongue in the
report, which aims to exercise foreign language-speaking staff at the Immig-
rant Health Centers for immigrants to receive effecAve healthcare services.25

Hence, there is a poliAcal choice that the government is conscious of the
problem however does not provide a soluAon for it. In other words, most of
the linguisAc and religious minoriAes are in a place that the government at-
tempts to itself through a chain of ciAzenship but excludes them with diffe-
rent pracAces. In an atmosphere where the government approaches health
services ideologically, the burden of tackle with problems, as in most other
fields, lies with non-governmental organizaAons and individual iniAaAves,
due to the direct or indirect ban of mother tongue.

Unfortunately, studies on healthcare in mother tongue are mostly limited to
NGO, party, and acAvist performance in Kurdish provinces. One of the most im-
portant studies worth menAoning in this regard is the Mesopotamia Medical
Congress included in Kurdish. The first parliament was accommodated in Di-
yarbakır on October 22-24, and the seventh in Van in 2015. The eighth was re-
ceived in the Iraqi Kurdistan Region, Duhok, due to the war that intensified again
in Kurdish provinces as a result of progressive aDacks on the same dates, and as
a consequence of the conAnuing persecuAon of thousands of Kurdish poliAcians
and acAvists who arrested and dismissed from their insAtuAons. 

Another research on health and mother tongue is the DemocraAc Society
Congress (DSK) Health Congress contained within the DemocraAc Society
Congress. However, since the DSK, which has been arrested and arrested wit-
hin the scope of "terrorism" searches, many members of the council and its
delegates decided to be terrorized, so the task in this field could not sustain.26

14
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27 Bülbül, Israfil, and Michael Bülbül. 2009. Anamnes-Anamnaza bi Kurmancî. Edited By: Adem Avcıkıran. Diyarbakır: Diyarbakır Medical Chamber.

28 Bektaş, Hüseyin. 2004. Anatomîya Bedena Mirovan. Istanbul: Deng.

29 Sîpan, Erdal. 2019. Alîkariya Destpêkê. Wan: Sitav.

It is further required to consider briefly the publicaAons on health and
language. Anamneza Bi Kurmancî (Kurmanci Anamnez) is the first and only
Kurdish book wriDen on “geEng a history”, which is one of the most impor-
tant stages in the health entrance.27 Another book is Anatomîya Bedena Mi-
rovan (Anatomy of the Human Body), wriDen by Hüseyin Bektaş and also the
first and only book in its field.28 The third book that should be introduced is
Alîkariya Destpêkê (First Aid) by Erdal Sîpan, which explains first aid with vi-
suals.29 Among the periodicals, there is Psychology Kurdî, which is the first
Kurdish psychology journal.

Method

Two data group techniques were applied in the study: (1) focus group mee-
Ang and (2) semi-structured in-depth interview: In this aDachment, an online
focus group meeAng was taken to a total of 2 hours, and the meeAng was at-
tended by 5 healthcare professionals. One-to-one meeAngs were administered
at the focus group meeAng because limited field data was reached. Before the
study, ethical issues in accordance with scienAfic research ethics were deter-
mined, and these issues were dealt with by the parAcipants. Due to ethical is-
sues determined, confidenAally was followed, no informaAon was given to
indicate the personel informaAon of the parAcipants, directly or indirectly, and
the informaAon was not shared with third parAes. In that connecAon, a whole
of 22 people was interviewed, including the parAcipants of the focus group mee-
Ang. Three of them were women and 19 of them were men. The 12 of the in-
terviewees were doctors, three were health technicians, two were pharmacists
and two were psychologists. Furthermore, one interviewee was made with a
biologist, administraAve staff, and a social worker. Regarding the extended ca-
tegory of personnel in the field of health, interviews were planned with health-
care professionals in different posiAons, but it was not conceivable to reach all
specialAes and professional areas. Nevertheless, the fact that most of the in-
terviewees were acAve members of an NGO and some of them were from va-
rious fields such as psychologists, social workers, biologists, technicians, enabled
to the determinaAon of many different dimensions as well as common deter-
minaAons about the right to health and language.

15
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30 Anamnesis: Taking medical history.

31 World Health OrganizaAon. 2005. InternaAonal Health RegulaAons. Geneva: WHO Press. p. 8.

32 "Not harm first!"

The most fundamental problem regarding the data collecAon process be-
comes the poliAcizaAon or terrorizaAon of the mother tongue, as stated in
the report on Child and Language Rights. Accordingly, it was parAcularly chal-
lenging to aDain parAcipants. For instance, four people denied support on
the doubt that it would remain an apoliAcal study.

Notwithstanding reaching an adequate number of parAcipants, the num-
ber of female parAcipants was aDempted to be improved, taking into the re-
cord the gender distribuAon during the study process, nevertheless, none of
the people who were reached received no feedback on this subject.

Problems Related to Health and Language Rights

In the focus group meeAngs and conferences, subjects related to mother
tongue and health, problems created by monolingual health services, human
rights violaAons in health-related to language, poliAcal reform proposals for
resolving the problems related to the problem, and the responsibiliAes of
NGOs were discussed. The informaAon collected from the discussions is clas-
sified as follows, taking into account human rights law.

Reaching to the right to health and anamnesis:30 The InternaAonal Health
RegulaAons determine medical research as the assessment of the medical
examinaAon made on the person under the direct supervision and control of
the healthcare provider or the competent authority.31 All of the parAcipants
stated that without knowing the language, even if there is an interpreter,
correct conversaAon with the paAent cannot be proved. Doctors reported
that it is not reasonable to take a detailed and extensive anamnesis without
the right to language and good conversaAon between healthcare professio-
nals and paAents, and those working in intensive care units and emergency
services declared that effecAve invasion in a limited Ame is slightly feasible
by communicaAng in their mother tongue. Nonetheless, in case of language
rights are not idenAfied, there is a communicaAon problem that spreads not
only to the anamnesis but also to the diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up
processes. Time is quite inadequate, parAcularly of falling a daily number of
paAents through a doctor is quite powerful that Turkey health systems in the
medical staff primum non nocere32 principle of full implementaAon of even

16
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33 Konfüzyon: Mind not being fully open, blurring in percepAon and transmission.

34 Izsák-Ndiaye. ibid. p. 14.(35) 

35 Ibid. p. 12.

36 According to Georg Simmel, the third person is the person who breaks the private communicaAon relaAonship between two people and causes / cau-

ses the relaAonship to socialize. In this sense, the third person causes the transiAon to a form of relaAonship outside of the inAmate sphere. Simmel, Georg.

2009. Sociology Inquiries into the ConstrucAon of Social Forms. Translated from German by Anthony J. Blasi, Anton K. Jacobs, and Mathew Kanjirathin-

kal. Boston: Brill.

37 What is meant here is, if possible, geEng support from someone who has the same mother tongue as the paAent. In the field of health, interpreter

support is not provided for those whose mother tongue is Kurdish.

exceedingly difficult than even a doctor's statement with the paAent decla-
raAon of "konfüze"33 cause to be diagnosed.

Health, right to life, and standard of living: All parAcipants agree that he-
alth is directly or indirectly related to the right to life and that “language pro-
tects lives”.34 Nevertheless, health care in the mother tongue not only
preserves the right to life but also enhances the standard of living. Health
service in the mother tongue, which influences the quality of communicaAon
between personnel and paAents, also concerns the development of the lan-
guage. The most significant problem in the subject is that health-related ter-
minology is not acquired and exisAng concepts and terms are forgoDen over
Ame. In the words of one parAcipant, "the process of health itself turns into
a series of viola1ons”.

ReducAon of the private sphere and alienaAon from the public sphere: Ac-
cess to health further facilitates the parAcipaAon of disadvantaged groups at-
tached in the private sphere public sphere. It has been observed that women or
elderly people who do not speak a language go to pharmacies through a third
person, as the percepAon of the public space is made in the person aDached in
the private space. Besides, one parAcipant stated that people who do not speak
Turkish do not want to follow the stages of diagnosis or post-treatment due to
shyness, and an oncologist pronounced that paAents who do not speak the lan-
guage generally only apply to them in the advanced stages of cancer. Similar to
this situaAon, which was expressed by some of the parAcipants, was also dis-
covered by Izsák-Ndiaye:35 “Various ini1a1ves show that the use of minority lan-
guages is remarkably essen1al in reaching women, enhancing their par1cipa1on
and empowerment”.

The “third person”36 problem: Especially in hospitals, “interpreter support”37

is aDempted to be provided for those who cannot express themselves because
they do not speak the language, or the diagnosis and treatment process is car-
ried out with the translaAon support of the paAent's relaAve. However, in this
case, in addiAon to the problem of not knowing the story of the person, the fai-
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38 Telemedicine: A type of healthcare service that enables diagnosAcs, treatment, prevenAve medicine to be performed between remote locaAons thro-
ugh technology.
39 Garfinkel, Harold. 1967. Studies in Ethnomethodology. New Jersey: PrenAce-Hall.

lure of paAents, parAcularly women, to express themselves comfortably in the
presence of a third person turns into cumulaAve disAncAon with discriminaAon
based on gender. In other words, the person is exposed to discriminaAon both
because he does not speak Turkish and because of his gender. Some of the par-
Acipants, parAcularly pharmacists, reported that this situaAon along with total
the negaAviAes made disadvantaged groups tend to alternaAve medicine.

Those who face discriminaAon or disadvantage in the "normal" course of
daily life are the first to be discarded when it becomes to social and global cri-
ses such as pandemics. What a doctor stated about the subject performs the
problem clear: “We support physical distance, not social distance. On the con-
trary, we require a freer condi1on and more high-level technology to make that
in such rules where social distance needs to remain connected and we want more
social rela1ons. However, unfortunately, it is nearly improbable for us to com-
municate with the pa1ent with whom we have trouble communica1ng face-to-
face due to the ban of language, through means such as telemedicine.”38

Language and Daily living: Daily life consists of displaying behaviors that
we recognize as taken for granted.39 These behaviors are received as a result
of a cultural formaAon process. The person pracAces the communicaAon skill
that he has obtained in this method in most of his daily life. In all insAtuAons
that do not present service in their mother tongue, the daily flow is inter-
rupted and the self-expression problem happens to them. According to the
parAcipants, while aDempAng to express oneself in a culturally foreign lan-
guage, they become the problem of “being between two languages”. Because
paAents do not understand accurately how to express themselves in Kurdish
in a health problem. The categories in which this situaAon reveals itself the
most are the elderly and women. Especially the elderly experience commu-
nicaAon problems because the younger generaAon is distant from their mot-
her tongue and is more unfamiliar with cultural codes.

Monolingual medical educa1on: As indicated in all of our themaAc re-
ports, the fact that educaAon is monolingual influences the whole sphere of
life negaAvely. Monolingual educaAon not only decreases the quality of edu-
caAon but also causes the physical quality of educaAon to obtain monolin-
gual. Therefore, it is similarly hard to reach all health-related materials for
the same reason and to provide them adequately. For instance, one of the
parAcipants said that not only spoken language but all forms of symbolic exp-
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40 Fîdan, Omer. 2020. Wek Hêmeya Bingehîn a Çandê Zimanê Dayikê û Bikaranîna Wî. Amed: Komelaye Berî Her TişB Zarok. [Children First AssociaAon]
41  Ertan. ibid. p. 107.
42 It is a tradiAonal garment worn on the head of the Kurds, whose name comes from the Persian word pûşiden / dressing. Kurdish and PalesAnian acA-
vists in parAcular have poliAcal meaning as they wear them on their heads during the demonstraAons.

ressions about health (eg signage) extended access to health and reduced
inequaliAes. Besides ıt emphasized that the academic field of study - which
is one of the areas where the rate of studying Kurdish is the most "ideal" - is
also under the influence of Turkish and other global-dominant languages.40

Hierarchy in ver1cal and horizontal rela1ons: The paAent who does not
speak a language appears more disadvantaged against the hierarchy of the
doctor, who is also in the posiAon of public authority because he provides
public services, and hence describes the verAcal authority relaAonship.41 Ho-
wever, due to the de-dignificaAon of minority languages, the person seeking
health also sees the healthcare staff using their language as fewer experts. As
can be seen from the experiences of the interviewees, policies regarding mi-
nority languages form hierarchy even among people in the same profession
with a psychological effect. Nevertheless, it should be perceived that most of
the parAcipants stated that this psychological percepAon of Kurdish, in par-
Acular, tends to be broken.

Rejec1on by staff: Some parAcipants said that staff who did not speak the
naAve language of that paAent were someAmes indifferent to paAents who
did not speak Turkish, while others stated that paAents were frequently se-
parated against for reasons such as “Kurdish appearance”, such as wearing a
puşi or tongue.42 However, they expressed this situaAon based on their ex-
periences outside the Kurdish provinces.

Problems of Civil Society Actors

In the previous secAon, subjects such as the right to health and life, the im-
portance of language in parAcipaAon in public life, parAcularly health, and in
supporAng public services, the monolingual system pracAced in the field of
health, especially the discriminaAon of disadvantaged idenAty and groups,
were presented. In this secAon, the problems encountered by the individu-
als or insAtuAons that work for the soluAon of the specified problems are
considered. The most noAceable problem among the problems was the aE-
tude of the government towards studies in the field of language.

Poli1ciza1on, criminaliza1on, marginaliza1on: It was pronounced by all
the interviewees that these restricAons, which menAoned in more detail in
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43 Dede, ibid.
44 Ibid

the Child and Language Rights Report,43 were further solidified in the health
field. The restraints turned into mobbing in the workplace or the workplace,
and according to some parAcipants, "persistence in the mother tongue" cau-
sed administraAve and judicial invesAgaAons.

Sustainability: Constant terrorizing of work and demands gave rise to the
failure to work, lack of coordinaAon in the work carried out, or their incapa-
city to be sustainable. An extra negaAve result of this situaAon is that a cul-
ture of sustainability could not conAnue completed. In addiAon, due to the
negaAve impact of poliAcal pressure on coordinaAon and sustainability, a
great social loss occurred, such as an inability to perform memory in the re-
lated area. 

Workload: It was observed from the interviews that the state modified44

its negaAve and posiAve responsibiliAes resulAng from human rights into "ne-
gaAve and posiAve intervenAon" in this field. Because the government did
not saAsfy its obligaAons regarding the right to health in its mother tongue,
the weight of NGOs and individual iniAaAves rose even more. But at this
point, a situaAon occurred in which the state started to prevent the work.
Therefore, NGOs and acAvists fought both in the field of health and in the
poliAcal field; however at the same Ame, they had to create deficiencies in
the field.

Economic problems and the aggrava1ng impact of the pandemic: At a Ame
when rights-based work in Kurdish provinces converted to a stop due to po-
liAcal pressure and Degre Law, civil society actors improved and began mo-
ving again. Nevertheless this Ame, the negaAve effects of the COVID-19
pandemic performed it tough to work. NGOs and acAvists dealing with eco-
nomic problems encountered coordinaAon troubles with the pandemic and
addiAonally had to distance themselves from their target audience.

Solu(on Sugges(ons Regarding Health and Language Rights

A-er discussing the human rights violaAons encountered inside the struc-
ture of the relaAonship between health and language and the difficulAes
faced by those who fight to resolve these violaAons, this secAon covers poli-
Acal reform proposals for the prevenAon of violaAons and the soluAon of
problems, and suggesAons for civil society actors.
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Recommenda(ons for poli(cal reforms

Status: All parAcipants declared that in the connecAon of structural changes,
languages other than Turkish should have legal status to be idenAfied and to be
pracAced in public services. The problem will not permanently solve unless the
mother tongues have status. Besides, it is not conceivable to reach the standard
of living given by the right to health without language status.45

Fundamental medical educa1on in mother tongue: According to the parAci-
pants, mulAlingual health-literacy and medical educaAon will succeed many prob-
lems in the field of health and improve the quality of health care.

Language of economic outputs: from the language of civil servants get com-
pensaAon enabling doesn't survive in most of the languages of minority languages
in Turkey. Further, they have declared that discriminaAon ParAcipants require edu-
caAon as well as professional execuAon of stages almost no contribuAon without
many world languages were rewarded with language compensaAon of knowing
languages of different ethnic groups in Turkey the possession of this privilege. Mo-
reover, the economic outputs will raise the presAge of the language, change the
psychological processes in the language, and have a posiAve effect.

Mul1lingual health materials: In the requirement of health services, not
just the health personnel-paAent communicaAon but all the tools and mate-
rials in the provision of the service have a communicaAon funcAon. For this
reason, all materials were used in the health field should be designed in two-
mulAlingual.

Training of personnel on language and culture: The symbolic system cal-
led language has full meaning inside a certain cultural context. Hence, the
personnel in certain regions should be trained about the language and culture
of the region.

Regarding the right to language as an undoubted natural right: As long as
the right to language is not perceived as a natural right, it is constantly a sub-
ject of poliAcal bargaining. Accordingly, language-related regulaAons should
have concrete and pracAcal outputs beyond being a demonstraAon or pro-
tocol. For this, the right to language should be accepted as a natural right
and acAon should be applied accordingly.
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Recommenda(ons for civil society actors

Coordina1on and coordina1on: According to the parAcipants, it is impro-
bable to coordinate language studies as there is no local or naAonal autho-
rity on Kurdish. First of all, communicaAon and coordinaAon among NGOs
serving in the field of health and language rights should be encouraged. De-
ficits in collecAve work and organizaAon should be reduced and standardi-
zaAon in medical terminology should be secured. Kurdish should be the
language of not only individuals but also insAtuAons and the language of
'tüzel' and language should be socialized.

Developing resources and tend to technology: ParAcipants complained
that the work done in the field was insufficient. Some of the collecAve work
done outside of individual iniAaAves are given incomplete due to both poli-
Acal pressure and coordinaAon problems. To solve the problem in the de-
partment, both the use of media and technology should be improved and
specializaAon should be implemented. So then, it is required to set a Kurdish
medical academy as a civil iniAaAve. On the other hand, projects such as con-
ferences and congresses related to the field should be expanded.

The right to language should be the essen1al condi1on: According to some
of the parAcipants, a key area of social life, such as language, should be se-
lected as the red line in all poliAcal struggles. Without solving the language
problem and changing the percepAon of language, it is not conceivable to
talk about rights in the poliAcal field. According to some, although this idea
is correct, civil society should form urgent measures and programs without
waiAng for the state. The first step to be taken in this regard is both basic
and specific language training.
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Conclusion

The right languages of minoriAes in Turkey, in the health field, as in all
areas of life it creates problems and discriminaAon vital to deepen. Especially
when it comes to the Kurdish language, the government suppresses and ter-
rorizes claims. What makes the issue a poliAcal problem is discriminaAon that
the state violence on minoriAes, which it codes as ciAzens.

From the findings collected in the research, it is obvious that Turkey vio-
lated the right to health as evaluated under standards established in inter-
naAonal law. Regarding the scope of the right to health, several related
violaAons appear. Although the most concrete instance of this is the violaAon
of the right to life, there are many and related violaAons of rights ranging
from ethnic-linguisAc idenAAes to the discriminaAon of disadvantaged groups
such as the elderly and women.

The principal condiAon for ending the violaAons is an end to the mono-
lingual regime. In this sense, the state should not prevent everyone from
using their naAve language freely as required by the government's negaAve
obligaAons, and it should give the fundamental condiAons for the efficient
use of the language in all areas of life, parAcularly in the vital fields such as
educaAon and health, as required by the posiAve obligaAons.

Regarding the government's accession to health and language rights, it is
recognized that civil society and acAvists are under more severe responsibi-
lity. Nevertheless, it addiAonally seems that the language effort must be
taken in two dimensions (poliAcal and social). Where all efforts are directed
to the poliAcal struggle, the social field is le- blank and the studies in the
field remain incomplete. Therefore, it is viewed as the most vital need to pre-
sent terminology and authority unity in civil works.

The acAviAes of NGOs have a great impact on the language struggle. But
when these events are ordinarily included in a certain area or region, they are
obtainable just to a part of the people. In this sense, civil society needs to
reach women and elderly people. Giving these people fundamental health
educaAon such as first aid in their language and early diagnosis of some di-
seases such as breast cancer will give notable advances in terms of both lan-
guage and health.
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